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Ftg. 3.tO Rectilier detector circuit for AM (DSB_C).

Thus y(r) has a dc term Alr coming.from cos2, r4,r term and z(t) between 0 to al" which is passed
by LPF. And after dc blocker capacitor we ontry ger the dtmod'ulated message ;i;ral
The square law demodulator.'An alternative method of recovering the baseband signal which has
been superimposed as an amplitude modulation r:n a carrier is ti pass the .wr signal through a
nonlinear device' Such demodulation is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. We assume to. fo. simplicity thattfe d9vic9 has a square-law'relationship p"T":r. input signal x (current 

", 
,"rt"ge and output

signa] -r (current or voltage). Thus y : bl, with & a consrant. Because of the nonlinearity of ;he
hansfer characteristic of the device, the output response is different for poriii".-*d for negative

Ans ^ 2C cr)

[,4 + m({}] cos ccrof

v
(output signal)

Fig. 3.11 lllustrating the operation of a
value af y averaged over xrrany

sqLrare-law Cernodulator. The outprnt
carrier cycles.

km(f)

[s the



I l\).\J - z Lr /
excursions of the carrier away from the quiescent operating point O of the device. As a result, and

as is showa in Fig. 3.1lc, the output, when averaged over a time which encompasses many carrier

cycles but only a very small part of the modulation cycle, has thp waveshape of the envelope.
The applied signal is

x : Ao + AcLl + m(t)) cos alc /

Thus the output of the squaring circuit is

y: k{A" + Acll + m(t)) cos ro" t}2 (3.14
Squaring, and dropping dc terms as well as terms whose spectral components are.]opated'near drc

arrd 2a", we find that the output signal so(r), that is, the sigrral output of a low-pass filter locatd
after the squaring circuit. is

(3. 1 1)

(3.13)s,(r) * kA3[ilr,] + 
*m' 

(il1

Observe that the modulation rz(l) is indeed recovered but that m21t1 appears as well. Thus the total

recovered signal is a distorted version of the original modulation. The distortion is small, howevu,

1^it i m'(t) < lm(t)|or if lz(r)l << 2.
,l

'fhere are two points of interest to be noted in connection with the fype of demodulation
described here; the first is that the demodulation does not depend on the nonlinearity being.square-
law. Any type of nonlinearity which does not have odd-function sy{n4etry with respect to the

initial operating point will similarly accomplish demodulation. The second point is tl-tat even when

demodulation is not intended, such demodulation may appear incidentally when the modulatd
signal is.passed through a system, say, an amplifier, which exhibits some nonlinearity.

3.3.3 Maximum Allowable Modulation for Rectlfler Deteetion
If we are to avail ourselves of the convenience of demodulation by the use of the simple diode
circuit of Fig. 3.9, we must limit the extent of the modulation of the carrier. That such is the case

may be seen from Fig. 3;12.lnErg. 3.12a is shown a carrier modulated by a sinusoidal signal. It is
apparent that the envelope of the cairier has the waveshape of the modulating signal.' The modulat-'
ing signal is sinusoidal; hence rn(r) = m cos art, where m is a constant. Equation (3.8) becomes

v(t) : A"(1 + ,r, cos @mt) cos .@c t (3:14)

In Fig. 3.l2b we have shown the situation which results when, in Eq. (3.14), we adjust m > 1.

Observe now that the diode domodulator which yields as an output the positive envelope (a

negative envelope if the diode is reversed) will not reproduce the sinusoidal modulating wavefonm.
In this latter case, where m > l, we may recover the modulating waveform but not with the diode
rnodulator. Recovery would require the use of a coherent demodulation scheme such as wa$

employed in connection with the signal funrished by a rpultiplier.
It is therefore necessary to reskict the excursion of the modulating signal in the direction of

decreasing carrier amplitude to the point where the carrier amplitude is just reduced to zero. No
such similar restriction applies when the modulation is increasigg the carrier amplitude, Wittr
sinusoidal. modulation, as in Eq. (3.i4), we require that lzl < l..More generally in Eq. (3.8) we
require that the maximum negative excursion of z(t) be -1.
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Fig. 3.16 Block diagram of the filter method of generating a single-sideband signal.

suppress the carrier itseif. of course, in principle, no carrier should appear at the output of a
balanced rnodulator. In practice, however, the rqodulator may not balance exactly, and the preci-
sion of its balance may be subject to some variation with time. Therefore, even if a pilot carrier is
to be transmitted. it is weli to suppress it at the output of the modulator and to add ii to the signal
at a later point in a controllable manner.

\or'v consider that we desire to generate an SSB signal with a carrier of, say, 10 MHz. Then we
require a passband filter with a selectivity that provides 40 dB of attenuation within 600 Hz at a
frequency of 10 MHz, a percentage frequency change of 0.006 percent. Filters with such sharp
selectivity are very elaborate and difficult to construct. For this reason, it is customary to perform
the translation of the baseband signal to the fini.l carrier frequency in several stagis. Two such
stages of translation are shown in Fig. 3.16. Here we have selected the first carrier to be of
frequency i00 kHz. The upper sideband, say, of the output of the balanced modulator ranges from
100.3 to 103 kHz. The filter followir,s the balanced modulator which selects this upper sideband
need now exhibit a selectivity of only a hundredth of the selectivity (40 dB in 0.6 percent fre-
quency change) required in the case of a 10 MHz carrier. Now let the filter output be applied to a
second balanced modulator, supplied this time with a 10 MHz carrier. Let us again seleci the upper
sideband. Then the second filter must provide 40 dB of attenuation in a frequency rangi- of
200.6 kHz, which is nominally 2 percent of the carrier frequency.

,We ha]e already noted that the simplest physical frequency-translating device is a multiplier or
mixer, wlrile a balanced modulator is a balanced arrangement of two mixers. A mixer, horvever,
has the disadr antage that it presents at its output not only sum and difference frequencies but the
lrrl.rut Trequencres as well, Still, rvhen it is feasible to discriminate against these input signals, there
is a nrerit of simplicity in using a rnixer rather than a balanced modJator. In the piesent case , if the
tcclrlrd frequL'ncy-translating device in Fig. 3. I 6 were a mixer rather than a multiplier, then in
3,ddlll()n to the upper and iower sidebands. the output would contain a component encompassing
th-c range 100 3 to 103 kH" as rve1l as the 10 MHz iarrier. The range 100.3 to to: kH, is well out
of the range of the second fi1ter intended to pass the range i0,i00.500 to 10,103,000 Hz. And it is
realistic to,design a fi1ter which will ,upp."r, the 10 \iHz carrier. since the carrier frequency is
separated frorn the lower edge of the-upper sideband (10,100,300) by nominally a l-perienttrequencl, chanee

**-';t.g:n^"l.il*n..\4,e nore in- summary that when a single-sideband signal is to be generated

;;;;',;';..1-':IIer rn the megahefiz or tens-of-megahertz range, the frequency translation is to be

;;;;;i '::j"J:rr one stage-frequenrly two but not uncommonly three. if the baseband signal has
' ' - -""'|Hu"'uts rr rhe range of hundreds of herlz or lower (as in an audio signal), the firststage rnvariablv employs u uuton.J rnni;il,;ll;,;cceeding stages may use mixers.

Balanced
madu!ator

Fiiter
H,(f 't

Balanceri
mcdulatar
or mixei signal



1:1.3 Modulatioa and Multiplexing Ans - 2 Cc)
As discussed in Sec. 1.1 .1, modulation is the process of varying one attribute of a signal by

;H#;;"i]r".r"."""i.'"o**""i"urio" modulation plays-a iery irnportant.role and a good

number of chapters in *y .o.*o"i"ation text is devoted to it. Wt'y ai all we need to modulate the

messagesignal?Thereu."u"*'urreasons.Thefirstcomesfiomanimportarrtpracticalconsidei-
ation. For wirel... "o**#lri*" 

it 
" "f."ttomagnetic 

wave needs to be radiated' This requires an

antenna the diameter 
"f 

*#il;;;i;io t. ,ip-*i*ately one-tenth of signal wavelength or of

that orcler. In{ow, let us do a quick calculation.

ffitical and we should have a mechanism to translate original

basebandsignalto"""o;;#'#';"*vi;;ilF,q",*:l::::::lll'^ii,]i*11,::1::;,""ill
Lf"?ffi,1f;:;#;,:1, ;;fii,s !"" 

-,*rf 
" 9.r 

, r'isr' frequency signal called carrier (catred so

as carries rnessage o, *urroi"-'iii", on it) be it affitude,'fr"qo"""y o-t -Pryt: 
Note that' such

freouencv ranslation i. r"q*jiJa oiri" transmitter *d rot boitt a,ilog and digital signal before the

,igi"i it pri ro channel uniess it is a baseband transmission'

There is another ua*rrtug. 
-t"t 

ind modulating message signal. The original message signal

occupies lower baseband ffiq*;;A which foiexa-pi-" itt.p"".h is 0.3 to-3'4 kHz' If two

persons want to 
"oro..rrr"ui"-lrr., 

.i*" "u*n"t 
simultaneously then two baseband signals wilt

interfere with each otrr"r. rrl*"*r, ii one signat is placed between 0 to 4 kIIz and the other say 4

to g kHz then there l, 
"o 

*.r, .*flict. usiig u 
"*ri.r 

to shift the frequency band of a message

sisnal for simultaneous "-"r*irr,"" 
it t-rro.i', u, frt+tency rlivision mtltiirlexing ffiDM) Fot

,l?t"-, ;i;"ffi;*;;;d;;;".hi""9Jty dividing ih" ti*" b"t*"en two sanples'orsignals in

various time slots and ".;;;; ii# ti"' iL s"no 9i". ois.i11.t1gta1' Such a method of simulta-

neous transmission is knordn as time division'multrplexmg (l t-'Ivl')'

,a" ***t ttr- ind frequency of electomagnetic wave to be transmitted is I' then its

-T:tfff"lr3;,{d, 
oru"o,r"r,. y 4krlzrhe anrenna diamerer needs to b:9.1 * 1 

x 108/4000:

75000 metef or 7.5 km while a-l GHz signal *"at'* *t.*" ,ir" or 0'1 x 3 x 108/10e =
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in which H' is also a constant.

Ar',s 3
Modulating

signal

ca)
A frequency-
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A phase-
rnodulated signal

frequency m odulat.ian.
(ri)

reiationship betrnreen ptrase and

Tlren rn,ith k : k'f: we have

t- tr I
v(/): I cos l*,, *kJ _;n(ildtlLJ

The instantaneous angular frequency is 
d

,[ pt Ia- *l *,t + k I mtt) dtl : a, + kn1t)
dtL- ct -@ l

The deviation of the instantaneous frequency from the can'ier frequency arlLrc rs

kv=l-.1,::mlt)_ 
zrc

(4.7 )

(,+.8)

(4"e't

Since the deviation of the instantaneous frequency is directly proportional to the modulating
signal, the combination of integrator and phase modulator of Fig. 4.2a constitutes a device for
producing afrequency-modulated otttpnt. Similarly, the combination inFig.4.2b of the differentiator
and frequency modulator generates a phase-modulated output, i.e. a signal whose phase departure
from the carrier is proportional to the modulating signal.

In summary, we have referred generally to the waveform given by Eq. (a.1) as an angle-
modulated waveform, an appropriate designation when we have no interest in, or information
about, the modulating signal. When p(r) is proporlional to the modulating signal m(t), we use the
designation pftase modulation or PM. When the time derivative of @(r) is proportional to m(t), we
use the termy'equency modulation or FM. In an FM waveform, the form of Eq. (4.7) is of special
interest, since here the instantaneous frequency deviation is directly proportional to the signal ru(/)
rvhich appears explicitiy in the expression. ln general usage, however, we find that such precision
of language is not common. Very frequently the terms angle modulation, phase modulation and
frequency modulation are used rather interchangeably and without reference to, or even interest in,
the modulating signal.

4.1'3 Phase and Frequency Modulation
In the waveform of Eq. (4.i) the maximum value attained by QQ), that is, the rnaximum phase

1t^"-l?1"" 
of.the total angle from the carrier angle a"t, is callei the'phase deviation. Similariy the

maxlmum departurc of the insrantaneous fre-quency from the carrier lrequency is called the
Jrequency deviati<tn.
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Fig' 4.1 An angle-modurated waveform. (a) Modulatign signal. (b) Frequentiy-modu-lated sinusodial carrier signal.

. Among the possibilities which suggest themselves for the design of a modulator are the follow-ing. we might arrange that the phase @(r) in Eq. (a.1) be directliy propo.t;*ui io the modulatingslenal, 
91 

rn'e might affange a direct proportiorruiity b"i-.", the modulating signal and the deriva-tle, dQ(t)ldt. From Eq. (4.1), wtth f) = a"/2n

dQ(f)

dt - 2n("f _f,)

where f is the instantaneous frequency. Hence in this latter case the proportionality is betweenmodulating signal and the departure of the instantaneous frequency from the camier frequency.Using standard terminology, we refer to the moduration of the 
^nrst 

type u. pa^, -oautation, andthe term frequency modulation refers only to the second type. on the basis of these definitions itis, of.course, not possible to determine *Li"h typ" of moduiation i. i"""rr.o i*prv from a visualexamination of the waveform ortom an analytical expression for the waveform. We would alsohave to be given the waveform of the modulating signai. This information is, however, provided inany practical communication system.

4,1"2 Relationship Between phase and Frequency Modulation
Ihe relationship between phase and frequency modulation may be visualized further by a consider.-ation of the diagrams of Fig. 4.2. tn Fig-. 4.2i the phase-moduiator uoct represenis a device whichfurnishes an ourput v(r) which is a cariier, phase-modurated by the input .ignui *(4. rtu,

H being a constanr. r-"t trr" wa,"ro#/)l iff [?,1!i^!i^lt?,1,"r*, orthe modurati,, ,,*,",1;]so that

n;i{t) - m(t) dtn " 
I'_*

,'u
r-q



Ahs- 3(b) rr
to 5. Where higher orders of multiplication are required, multipliers may be cascaded. Llascader,i

6ultipliers of order n t, n2, n3, . . . yield an overall multiplication of order 1n4h . . ..

Norv let us consider the result of the application to a frequency multiplier of an I"-M signai. t{ ue
think of an FM signal as a "sinusoidal" signal in which the frequency changes tl'om moment to
moment, then at each instant we may expect that the output frequency will be n tirnes the input
frequency. Hence, if the input consists of a carrier of frequency f, which ranges through a fie-
quency deviation +Al the output will have a carrier frequency nJ" and will range through the
deviatio:r +n LJ. The multiplier multiplies both the carrier and the deviation frequency. Also, since
the m<'r-iulation index is proportional to the frequency deviation, for a fixed modulation frequency,
thc rnr,..ripiier increases the modulation index by the same lactor n.

By way of example, consider the case of comriieiCial FM broadcasting in the United States.
Here, the allowable frequency deviation is 75 kHz, s.o that for a modulation fiequency l, -. 50 Hz,

P: LflJ;,: 1500. Even if we allow p in Fig. 4.6a tE attain a maximum value as large as 0 .= 0.5,
then the multiplication needed is 1500/0.5 : 3000. On the other hand, at the high-frequency end of
the baseband spcctrum, say, f,, = 15 kHz, B: l5ll5: 5. Correspondingly, with a multiplicatkrn try
a factor of 3000, the phase @in Fig. 4.6a need to attain only a maximum value 5/3000 : 1.7 x i0 l.
Thus, it is to be seen that the required multiplication is determined by the low-frequency iimit cf
the baseband spectrum.

4.4.4 An Example of an Armstrong FM System
The block diagram of Fig. 4.1 1 represents an Armstrong FM system u,hich supplies a signal whosc
caruier is at 96 MHz (which is near the center of the commercial PM broadcasting band). It allor.vs
dnect phase modulation of the carrier, before multiplication, to the extent of @,, 

: 0.5. Thus, at._/,,

= 50 Hz, we have Lf : 25 Hz. Note that at higher modulating frequencies, 0,, is less than 0.5 rai.
The carrier frequency before multiplication has been selected at 200 kHz. a frequency at lvhich
very stable crvstal oscillators and baianced modulators are readily conshucted.

fc = 200 kHz
Lf =25H2

(at f- = 59

Qm = O'5

12.8 MHz
1.6 kHz
3l

t
I

/
Hz) llt'

I

I

I
/rit

lr" =2'o
| ^t r ^i1 l\t = l.o

1t

i tt tPnt - '3'z
l1*

I

lc=

Lf=
Qnr -

MHz
kHz

Mixer

ir"rt*gratcr

Fig" 4.:" I tslock d"ia-gram of an Armstrong system of ge neratinp-
multipliers to increase the frequency deviaticn"

As air"eady noted, it- rve reqr.iire that Af = 75 kHz, then a rnuititliicatiln b;' a iiii-'t*t- {}i'-iii{iil
t'€quired. trn Fig. 4"11 the rnuliiplieation is actually 3*72{:6tl x 4,{}. Thr" 1r:ir1.r.;'.r"i"r!^,.1 ::.i-:i..,:i.r,.:,"j
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4.4.2 FM Generation by Armstrong's Indirect Method Atls ^ 3 ( b)
A phase:modulated waveform in which the modulating waveform is m(r) is written cos [ar"l *
,21f1. m tire modulation is narrowband llm(t)\ << 11, then we may use the approximation

cos [ucl + n?{r)1= cos art - m(t) sirr CIrt t1.6{;,

The term m(t) sin a4t is a DSB-SC waveform in which n(l) is the modulating waveform and sin

i"t th" 
"uoi"r. 

We ntte that the carrier of the FM waveform, that is, cos @"t, and the carrier of the

D'SS-SC waveform are in qua&ature. We may note in passing that if the two carriers are in phase,

the result is an AM signal since

cos r0cr + m{t) eos {Dct: [1 + m(t)] cos act

A technique used in commercial FM systems to genelate NBFM, which is based on our observa-

tion in connection with Eq. (4.66), is shown in Fig. .4.9. Here a balanced modulator is employed to

genefate the DSB-SC signal using sin rD.I as the{iarrier of the modulator. This carrier is then

Ifrit"d l, phase by 90' and, when added to the balanced modulator output, thereby forms an

NBFM signal. Howerer, the signal so generated will be phase-modulated. rather than frequency-

modulatei'. If we desire that thJfrequeniy rather than the phase be proportional to the modulation

m(t), then, as discussed in Sec. 4.i.2 and illustrated in Fig. 4.2, we need merely integrate the

modulating signal before application to the modulator.

ff tt. r!rt"l" of Fig. a.d is to yield an output signal whose phase deviation_ is directly propor-

tional to the amplitude of the modulating signal, then the phase deviation must be kept small' That

FM signal

m it)= p sin ro* f

Moduiation
m if ) sin i1i, f = Il sin ro- I sin rs, i

Ftg. 4.9 Illustrating the principle of the Armstrong system of generating a PM signal'

t4.{>1i

sin rur l

l-*
Carrier
signal
SOUTCE

Adder

Balanced
modulator



' Ar,s- a C.r)
Fig,6.1 gives the block diagram of amplitude modulation radio transmitter using modulation at high

power level of the carrier. The function of each constituent stage is briefly given below :

(r) Master Oscillator. It generates oscillations of desired frequency with high constancy offrequency.
The generated frequency is required to remain constant witlin close limis inspite of variations in the srpply
volage, ambient temperatue, temperature of components of load. Further frequency variations with time and
with age of the tube (or transistor) are to be avoided.

TRANSH\T TtN6
, ANfENNA

,rrO6p ttN€

no0ul4tfii6 5rq.x41

Fig. 6.1. Block diagram ol amplitude modulation radio transmitter using
modulation at high carrier power level.

(ii) BUffer Amplifier or Isolating Amplifier. If the mdster oscillator directly drives a harmonic
gere.ator or itiis C power amplifier, which may draw input current (grid current or base current in CE
arnplifier), then power is drawn from the master oscillator. This results in loading of master oscillator which
in turn causes variation ofeffeitive resistance of the tank circuit of the oscillator and hence results in frequency

variation. Accordingly a buffer amplifier or isolating amplifier is placed between the master oscillator and

the harmonic generators. This buffer amplifier does not draw any input curent and hence causes no loading'

of the master oscillaor. Changes in carrier frequency due to variations in loading are thus avoided.

(ilr) Harmonic Generators. Usually master oscillator generates voltage at a frequency which is a
sub-multiple of the carrier fiequeniy i.e. the frequency of the radiated power. Basically these harmonic
genemtom are class C tuned amplifiers in which the ouput R.F. voltage is first distorted through clags C

ope,ration and ttren the tuned circuit in the ouput circuit of amplifier selects the desired harmonic'frequency.

(iv) Class C Amplifiers. R.F. voltage generatedby the master o-scillator has usually very small power,

of the order of afew watts. The power level is required to be raised to the final high value in a chain of class

C amplifier having high output circuit ef{iciency of the order of 707o. In general, flrst few stages of class C

amplifier act as harmonic generators as well.

(v) Modutated Amplifier. This is a class C tuned amplifier usually of pushpull type and is modulated

by audio modulating voltage from modulating amplifier. High efficiency series plate modulation is most

popularly used in high power radio broadcast and radio telephone transmitters, Grid bias. modulation and

iuipress6. grid modulation ,are sometimes used particularly for modulation at low power levels. In small

transisorized radio transmitter, collector modulation or base modulation or both may be used.

(v, Modulating Amflifier. This is usually a class B pushpull amplifier and feeds audio power into

the moduiation amplifier in th6 phe circuit, control grid circuit or suppressor grid circuit depending upon the

method of modulation used, Class B operation is generally used because of high plate circuit efficiency.

However, cliss A modulating amplifier are atso sometimes used particularly in low power transmitErs'

CLA55 C
POW€R

AtlPtlFt€P5
M00Ut ArFo
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9.7. Constituent Stages of a Superheterodyne Receiver A, = 
- 4 (L)

Fig.9.3 gives the block diagram of a superheterodyn" r.""it"i. Functions ofdifferent stages are briefly.

*t""Yilr;, 
or Aeial. It intercepts the erecrromagneric waves. voltages induced in the antenna are

communicated to tfr, ,."eir", input.l-*rit by means of; feeder wire orlead-in wire' A parallel tuned circuit

at the input of the ,*"iu", .opo'ni. 
""iV 

i" i"f"g" 
"t 

the desired carrier frequency and rejects voltages at all

"tt 
.i rr6.r""".i.s. The voltage so picked up is fed to the input of the RF amplifier sage.

R.p. Amplifier. This stage i, g.n".uff, a tuned voltage (small'signal) amplifier trmed to the desired

canier frequeniy. The chief functions of RF amplifier stage are :

(, To amplify the rnput signal volrage ro_ a suitably high level before feeding it to the frequency

mixer which contribrites iarge noise. Thus signaVnoise ratio is improved'

(,, To provide discrimination or selectivity against image frequency signal arrd interrnediate fre-

quency signal.

Fig. 9'3. Block diagram ol superhet€rgdyne receiver'

- Frequency Converter Stoge. Thisconsists ofa loc9l oscillator and frequencl lixer' To the frequency

mixer are fed boti, tf,e focA o-sciif.toi tottage as wett as signal volmge. The mixer, being a nonJinear device'

oroduces at its outDut the various intermoduhtion terms' The diffJrence frequency voltage is picked up by

il#;;:j;j1 il r,.lrmri 
"ir.rit 

of the mixer. This difference frequency il c3tu the-intermediate

&ffi;, ;ffi;" li-*r,i.'t ir .o"srant for a receiver. For all-wave receivers, tSpical value of intermediate

. i.ir;r.vir +e Skltzor 456trllz. Sometimes two separate transisto,rs are usedas local oscillaor and ftequency

;;;ffi;; often only one transistor functioni'both as local oscillator and frequency mixer' Such a

ffi;il;l;G; reiema io as a ftequency convertsr transistor. Thus wittr the help of ftequency ryn"?ter

ffi;, t";r;;;il;;;;.G;iii conuert"o into simitarly modulated fixed frequencv IF signal.



E Ar.r s- S (q)
If the modulation is sinusoidal, with m(t) -

si(/) - A(1 +

In this case ,r2 1t1 : m2l2 and,

m cos 2ttfrrt (m a constant). then

m cos 2nfrrt) cos 2rcfrt

_*' S;

2+m2 q_fu

NM: 2fi,r : tlfu

SSB.SC

DSB-SC

DSB

DSB with sinusoidal modulation

s,
No

(8.3e)

(8.40)

(8.4 1)

(8.46)

when the canier is transmitted only to synchronize the local demodulator waveform cos 2nf,t,relatively little carrier power need be transmitted. In this case i J-1,'^4d' * 
-*;1 

= ,, una *"signalto-noise ratio is not greatly^reduced by the presence of the carrier. on the other hand, whenenvelope demodulation is used (Sec. f.:;, ii i. required that m < 1. When;:;,-;;;i;;i;
100 percent modulated. In this case m2l1Z +1n21: 1, * that of the power transmitted, only one_
third is in the sidebands which contribute to signal fower output.

A Figure of Merlt
we observe that in each demodulation system considered so far, the r-atio s/t1f, appeared in theexpression for output SNR [s.ee Eqs- (8.r2), (8.20), and 1s.:z;i. mi. .utrd il'[r,"-- ortput signalpower S,.divided by the product qfr.To give the'produci qi; ,;;; pf,vri"rf 

".,g"frcance, 
weconsider it to be the noise power N, at the input,^m"u.*.d 'i', 

u r.".iu.rr.y t""i equal to thebas eband frequency. Th:us

!
2

The ratio s,/qf, is, therefore, often referred to as the inpur signal-to-noise ratio s/NM. ltneeds to
l" k:plll mind that N^, is rhe noise power transmitted ur.orgi tii. ir ni;;;i; iji., 1r" rF firterbandwidth isfir. Thus Np. is the trua input nsise power only-in the *." oi.,rgr" .id"bura.For the purpose of comparing sysrems, we intrtduce the-figure ol 

^"rai, i, iii"a av

y=
s,l No

silIvM {8.42)

(8.43)

(8.44)

(8.4s)

The results given above may now be summartzed as follows:

m2 (t)
--:
t+m2(t)

m2

2+m2



l*{ ooualE sIDEBAI{D wITH cARRTER (DsB-cl Ar, s - s C q-)

Let us now consider the case where a carrier accompanies the double-sideband signal. Demodula-
tion is achieved synchronously as in SSB-SC and DSB-SC. The carrier is used as a transmitted
reference to obtain the reference signal cos @c/ (see Prob. 8.10). We note that the carrier increases
the total input-signal power but makes no contribution to the output-signal power. Equation (8.20)

applies directly to this case, provided only that we replace & by SIt'), *h"r" S,(t") is the power in
the sidebands alone. Then

s, _ {"'
No \-fu

+ m(t)l c*s 2rcf"t

: I cos 21tf 
"t 

+ An(t) cos 2nf"t (8.34)

where ru(l)- is the baseband signal which amplitude-modulates the carier A cos 2ttf"t. The carrier
power is A2/2. The sidebands are contained in the term Am(t) cos 2fifct. The power aisociated with
this term is (A2 / 2) m2 (r) , where m2 (t) is the time average of the square of the modulating
waveform. We then have that the total input power .S, is given by

s,: +.,s,it') ={fr*m2 G)l (8.3-s1

Elimina ting A2 , we have

Suppose that the received signal is

si(/) - AU

or, with Eq. (8.33),

In terms of the carler power P, =

s, _ mz?) s,

No t + ,r] @rl fu
A212, we get, from Eqs. (8.35)

^- P-: mz (t)--?
\JU

(8.33)

(8 36)

(8.37)

(8.38)

s,(sB) - nxz U) s
l+ ml (t)

and (8.37), that

s,
No



M THREsHoLD IN FREQUENcY MoDULATIoN Ans ^ 5Cc)
In a communication system in which the modulation is linear and demodulation is accomplished by
coherent detection (for example, SSB and DSB-sc), we have the result that [see eqs. (s.+s1 ana
(8.44)l

(e.s2)

or equivalently

to los 4"No

In FM we have [see Eq. (9.27))

sr-s,
N, NM

_l-s, I t E

L 
^L 

ln" lN*
1t:

S, 
-3 oz E

-:-lJ
No z', NM

:10 s,los '"N, (e.s3)
dB

(e.s4)

or equivalently

l-s^l l-s I
lff1." =L* 

]_ 
+lrcbg1B.2 (e.ss)

In Fig' 9.12 we have plotted Eq. (9.53) in a coordinate system in which the coordinate.111es are
marked off in decibels. The plot is 

ffiiSm 
tne passing through the origin. We have also plotted

Eq. (9.55) for two values , plr{;J. These plots, as indicated by the dashed extensions, are

also straight lines. In the FM caie a pfot for a value of p is raised by the amount lo lol gfl/z)
above the plot for a linear coherent modulation system. The quantity 10 log GEn) expresses in
decibels precisely the imptovement afforded by the FM system in return for a sacrifice of band-
width.

. Experimeltally it is determined, however, that the FM system exhibits a threshold. Thus, as
indicated by.the solid-line plots, for each value ofB, as sr/Ny decreases, a point is reached where
S/N, falls off much more sharply than S/Nr. The threshold value of Sffi is arbitrarily taken to
be the value at which S/, falls I dB below the dasled extension. We noie that for larger p the
threshold .s,,/N, is also higher. Suppose, then, that '"de-are operating with a modulation 

-index 
B,

above the-tkeshold forfi but below the threshold for p2. Suppose, ftrther, tlat at this input s,./ari
we_should increase B from B, to p2 hoping thereby to improve the output-signal-to-noise iatio
s:dlNo oy a sacrifice of bandwidth. We would find, however, as is apparent from Fig. 9.12, that



Ar-r s* 9C c)
A cos Zrcf"t

+ n(l)

A cos 2nfrt

+ white noise

lru"trll

(b)

Fig. 9.15 (a) An FM discriminator
the carrier filter. (c) The

Output

noise

lnrtrli

(c)

and associated filters. (b) The bandpass range of
passband of the baseband filter.

(a)

The noration ofEq. (9.56) is especially appropriate whcn z(r) is to be represented as a combination

of phasors in a coordinate system rotating counterclockwise with angular frequency cl.. In such a

coordinate system n(r) is represented by the phasor sum ofx(l) in the horizontal direction (i.e. the x

direction) uia yO) in'the vertical direction (i.e. the y direction). In terms of this new notation, the

carrier and noiie output of the IF filter, which is the input v,(r) to the demodulator, is given by

vi!) -,,4 cos @ct + x(/) cos oct - y(t) sin art (9-57)

This equation can be rewritten in phasor notation as

vi(t) - Re {lA + x(t))ei@"t + y(t) 
"ita"t 

+ (xt2))1

: Re {eito"t \a + x@ + iy (t)11

phasors

The phasor /4 + x(t) lies along the horizontal axis and

y(r) lies along the vertical axis. ,'

It is convenient, when discussing the occulrence of i ,Lravrrur YVr^v^^ 
: ,. lP(t)

spikes, to talk about the amplitude of the noise r(t) - i"'''
I

and its random phase angle Q@ _ tan-l

{s,Q)lx(t)). ut was shown in Sec. 2.3.3 that the density of
r(r) is Rayleigh and that the density of (0 rs ll2r from

-7t to +7t.)

The phasor diagram for v,(r) is shown in Fig' 9'16'
Here we see that the phasor sum of signal A and noise

r(r) is defined as R(r). The angle that R(r) makes with the

horizontal axis is called e(t).Then

Fig. 9.L6

A + x + jy :. A * r(Dejo?) : P11ui(rt) (e. s e)

Possible locus for H(t),
\_-'---

(e.s8) A

(a)

(b)

(a) A noise phasor r(t)
is added to a carrier
phasor of amplitude A.
The sum is the result-
ant phasor R(4. (b) A
locus for the end point
of R(f) which will give
to a spike.

Discriminator

+y2



Let us now consider Fig. 9.r6a 
.to see row flt), and. hence b g1, are affected as the noise ,,(r)and QQ), vary' I{ the noise poJv-er is. small in comparison with the carrier power, we expect that

4t) < A most of the time, and that the end point oi the resultant phasor n(rj wili never wairder farfrom the end point of the carrier prasor. Thus, as @(r) changes, tie angte (r; i"-uin. .-urr.
,^-r,! !o*::.*, the.ratio S/r1f, decreases, the tiketitrooA of r1r; t"i'rg *""h iess tfran ,A uhoqecreases' when r(r) becomes comparable in magnitude to the carrier amplitude l, the locus of theend point of the resultant phasor R(r) -ou"r qluuy flom the end point or trr".*.i", phasor andmay, as shown in Fig.9.r6b, even rotare aboutThe-origin. The variation 

"f 
til ph";; angle 0(r), atand near the time of occurrence of this event, is shoin in Fig. 9.l1a.Ir m" ioiuiion of the endpoint of.i?(r) around the origin occurs in the interval between tr a.,d t?_,the angle 6(r) changes by2x rad dui4g this time interval. preceding r, and fol_

A"r s * S C c)
and that vi!) in Eq. (9.16) is

v{t): Re leta,t Rgeie(41 : ft(A cos [ar" t + 0(t)]

As r'vas discussed in Sec. 9.2, the output of the discriminator is proportional to 0 Q): dy/dt.

lowing tr, r(t) K A, and the usual small random varia- 0(t)
tions of 0(r) occur.

we are interested in the discriminator output, which
is proportional to the instantaneous frequency dl/ctt,
and we have therefore ploned d0/dt in Fig. g.l7b. No-
tice that when 0(t) changes by 2n rad,, ctilldt appears as
a sharp spike or impulse with area Zrc. To shou, that
the area under the spike waveform is indeed 27t, we

limply integraf e dl/dt over the time interval, /, to t2
during which 0(t) changes by Zn. Thus

at-el'; -zn

(e.60)

Fig. 9.17 (a) A plot of e$) for a
case in which the end
point of R(f) in Fig. 9.L6b
executes a rotation
around the origin. (b) A
plot of d0/ dt as a func_
tion of time:

2n

d0
a{

Area : Itrd0
)t, dt

(e.61)

The waveform shown in Fig. 9.r7b is the spike noise
referred to in Sec. 9.6 and is the waveform which is
presented to the input of the baseband filter. since
these spikes occur only rarely and are impulse-like in
character, they represent a shot noise phenomenon. The
nolse power at the baseband filter output is calculated
in Sec. 9.7, using the results given in 

-Sec. 
2.5.3.

9.6,2 Spike Characteristics
when the noise amplitude r(l) is comparable to the carrier amplitud e A, the resultant phasor R(r)may clearly execute alr sorts of random, wide-ranging excursiois *rri"r, *iir 

""u..-014, 
and hencethe-fre.quency d0/dt, to.exyeience rarge changes. 

"wliy tir* J" ,. ,irgi" "r,"i#.rl.i"l consider_atron the excursion which carries the resultaniin a complete rotation ariund ,rr" 
"i!r"r rhe reasonfor our special concem may be seerr uy ."-pr.lrg-tnJ norse outputs for the two cases shown in

1r:,?. lg: l!: pug_gf fi9)', marked spike potn, 
"i&i"r 

(he end point of R(f completely around theongm as in Fig. 9. r 6b and resurts in a waveform for 0(r) as shown in rig,b. rlr-r'"J], a waveform



If we use

Ar.S,- 6 (b)
the overali

from Eq. (14.47). If the calcularion
result is

noise ligure of the cascaele is

iE': tN, =. *l__ lL
Sat Eaz Ni8a A[i

F", -l: Fr _r__

gal

leading to Eq. (14.49) is extended to

( 14.48)

(14.4e)

a cascade of k stages, the

(I4.s0)

then the
available

(14.s 1)

demodulator

Eq" (1 4.43),

Lnt = "14" K

il-r
8aI8a2 "' {aft-r)

T"t

8a19az "' 8"t* -t)

F= 12 dB
= 16

tr=6dB
-Gt

Uar= 20 dts

= 100

A typica.i microwave

Ii: rj + 
Fz-ln 4-l +...+
8q I 8at Ea?3,

If :.|]^I:-f^::: i11 
chafcterized by eluilalelt temperatures rather than noise figures,-rhglvu

:yl{:il r*.*y..r.1r"r: of the.cascade , in,is related io rhe equi"d.;i;;;;;;;;ff;;;
gains of the individual stages by

Trz T*l
l": lnl* + .--+"..+

8a1 8at 8aZ

"-H:::"gffl)*:l_!-".,::,:l5hed 
by combining Eq- (14.5o) with Eq. (r4.4e) (see prob.1422).

::pf:f*]1"".:"divi.dual tyo-poq have comlarubr" 
"oirl, 

fis;1.'A;#i#;#;;;;;j:
IT* :y::H,fl^r1"^^c1'::_1:trrq", the contriburi""," ,rr" ".ir-"tp*;"}il;f ffietil J;:"J
f*l.,:T:* o:::T:,i progressively smauer. e 

"".y "ir".ii*;;;;ffi;; # ffi;;;?#il:
llgl-9y::::,:::T,"e,'y*m,.isio *s.ign the nrst G;"f "th;;;;"d. #*"#i, .i,irili#i
::T*:1TT T9f,.H*-l gf:: A Fli" of 30 dB.is not uncorniron. ai-,lrl;;;q;#;;ilffi;;

. as low as 4 : 4oK are obtained by cooline thg the ampliifier with liqu,id niliqu,id nitrogen.

L4"5.5 An Example of a [teceiving systenr
The receiver shown in block diagram foim in Frg. 14.13. is rather typical of microwave receiverssuch as are used for sateilite cimmunication. in such, .u..c ii il'"*r*ri^:*tift;;,ri;
considerable pains. to keep the noise figure of the receiver as low as possible. For variety, and alsoto be consistent with practice, we havJcharacterized the noisiness of the frst ,-priii"i i,i;;;;;a noise temperature, while the 

^other 
stages have been charaeteri; by;.""ir; frfia. we calculatenow the overall noise figure of the receiver. The antenna does not eriter trr" 

"riJ"r"ti"r,--il;;r-i;considered the driving source and not part of the receiver. using Eqs. ttq.iTi;ii1q.50); we have

Te=4K

---->
--)>--)>-

Antenna

RaM = 30 dB
= '1000

Fig" 14. L$

9a1 = 40 dB
=,10,000

receiver.

Maser
amplifier

Tr:avelin$ Mixer
and lF

amplif ier



Clorubining trqs"
that is,

Ar-.,s- G Ct)
(14.39) and (14.40), we Ilave an alternative interprefaticrn of the spot

F(f) : G:? tG:i)

iffi
noise figure,

G:! tG::")

Thus F is a ratio of ratios. T[e numerator in Eq. (14.41) is the input-signal-to-noise power spectral
density ratio; while the denominator is the output-signal-to-noise power spectral density ratio.

Let us assume that in a frequency range from fr to f, the power spectral densities of signal and
noise are uniform. In this case it may be verified (Prob. 14.17) that the average rioise figure F'
defined by Eq. (14.38) has the significance

(14.41)

the frequency
powers.
which are of
that F: F,

F_ EIN;'-F[ _ (,r,' nl :--: { --
t{[ 5o

tt g t' .o N o

"t'' p* (G4'42)

where,S, and I{,are, respectively, the total input available signal and noise powers in
range ft to fr, and similarly {, and l/o are the total output available signal and noise

The noise figure F (or 17 ) may be expressed in a nurnber of alternative forms
interest" If the availabl inSjtggpq-tan!_eyerS_q*t9_q9engy,Ialg-9_o"{inte_re-s!,so
then ,S" In this case Eq. (14.42) may be writtpn as

lNo

Further, the output noise l/, is

where grlVi is the output noise due to
due to tlie two-port itself. Combining

F-
8o Ni

l/o: SJtLn l{tp

the noise present at the input,
Eqs. (14.43) and (14.44), we

( 14.43)

(t4.44)

and Nry is the additional noise
have

(r4.4s)

(14.46)

^/,F:7 + - tP

SoNi
or, the noise due to the two-port itself may be written, from Eq. (1a.45), as

N'o: 8o@ * 1)I/'

No -- gar Ea2 Ni + Bot Boz(81 - 1F/, + Boz(Fz - 1F/,

(r4.47)

Fig. 14.t2 A noisb source at tempera-
ture ?o derives a cascade

, of two-ports.

L4.5.4 Noise Figure and Equivalent Noise Temperature of a Cascade
lnEig. 1,4.1,2 is shown a cascade of 2 two-ports with a noise source at the input of noise tempera-
ture ?"s. The individual two-ports have available gains g,1 and go2 and noise figures F, and F2. lf
the input-source nriise power is {, the output noise due to this source is Ear gaz Nr The noise
output of the first stage duq to the noise generated within this first two-port is gor(F, - 1)N, from
Eq. (1a.46).The coffesponding noise at the ouQut
of the second stage is ga Irn(Ft 1)4. Again,
using Eq, Oa.46), we find tlyat the noise output drle 

R@t ro)
to the noise generated withih the second two-port is ' '

goz(Fz - l[f,. The total n0ise output is therefore



Ar"E^ 6 C c ) ffi-
these filters on the noise, it is convenient to have a frequency-domain characteiization of the

".ir".a 
W" shall now 

"rtobli.rh 
such a frequency-domain'characterization. On the basis of this

ffi.u.rtutio" we shall be able to define a pow"r spectral density for a noise waveform that has

ctiaracteristics similar to those of the power spectral density of a deterministic waveform. Our

dibctission wiil be somewhat hewistic.
Let us select a particular sample function of the noise, and select from that sample function",,an

interval of duration 7 extending. say, from I : -Tl2 to t : Tl2. Such a noise sample function r\'/(I)

iJ rn"*" l*iig. ?.1a. Let us gJt.rut", as in Fig. 7.1D, a periodic waveform in which the waveform

in the selected interval i, ."p"ut"d every Isec. This periodic waveform ,1f) (r) .* t" expandedin

a Fourier series, and such a series will properly represent nG)(O in the- interval *Tl2 fo TD' The

fu;;""5u1 &equency of the expansion is $': llr, and, ass*ming no dc compon6nt, we have

*f ) til -};{-un$os 2 n:fr h ,f t a- br, sin Zrck a/'r)
&=i

(7" 1)

n($( f)l

i

n f")(f )

Fig. ?. tr (a) A sample,
rePeating the

or alternatelY 
i' 

'

n|(r) * X" eos {27tk ryt + CIn)

i-=1

in which ap, btcand cpare the constailt coetf,cients of the spectral terrns and

course,

-r- Y

noise waveforrll. (b) A periodic wal/eforrn is gellera'Led

interval in (a) from *f 12 fi f 12.

by

(7 .2)

07,is a phase angle. Cf

\ /"rl

(.7 "4)
and

1 ) ,)
-/^ \ t- .,

r",k *"uk -,- uk

. b,-
^ _l tLA,-: -tan 

r--
nak
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the volume of the metal. Similarly the molecules of an enclosed gas are in constaht motio:t,

colliding with one another and coliiding also with the walls of the container. These. agitations of
*ot".rt".. ur" called thermal agitations because they increase witlt temperature.

,Let us consider a simple ."rirtor. It is a resistor, or rather a conductor, because there are within

it conduction electrons which are free to wander randomly through the entire volume of the

resistor. On the average these electrons will be uniformly distributed through the volume, as will
positive ions, and the intire structure will be.electrically neuhal. However, because of the random
'and 

erratic wanderings.of the electrons, there will be sntistical /luctudtions lway from neutrality.

ihu" ut orr" time or iother the distribution of charge may not be uniform, and-a voltage difference

*iti upp.* between the resistor terminals. The random, erratic, unpredictable voltage which 
-so

upp"urr is referred to as thermal resistor noise. As is to be expected, thermal resistor noise

irr"rerr", with temperature. Resistor noise also increases with the resistance value of the resistor'

being zero in a peifect conductor. J'

fsecond type of noise results from a phenomenon associated with the flow of current across

semiconductoi lunctions. The charge carriers, electrons or holes, enter the junction region from

one side, drift or are accelerated across the junction, and are collected on the other side' Thq

average jwrction current determines the average interval that elapses between the times when two

succeisiire carriers enter the junction. However, the exact interval that elapses is subject to random

statistical fluctuations. This iandomness gives rise to a type of noise which is referred to as shot

.-66ise. Shotnoise is also encountered as a result of the randomness of emission of electrons from a

heated surface and is consequently also associated with thermionic devices.

When a signal reaches u r"""ir"r it may well arrive very greatly attenuated' It is therefore

necessary to f,rovide amplification. This amplification is accomplished in circuits using active

devices (transistors, etc.) and resistors. Hence the signal becomes comrpted by thermal and shot^

noise. Even more, the signal may have been contaminated by noise as a result of many types of
random disturbances superimposed on the signal during the course of its fransfer over the commu-

nication channel. The contamination ofthe signal may take several forms. The noise may be added

to the signal, in which case it is called additive noise, or the noise may multiply the signal, in

which case the effect is called fading
We shall confine our intereit, foi the most part, albeit not exclusively, to noise which may be

described as an eigodic random process. The characteristic of ergodicity of interest here' is that an

ergodic'process islho stationary, that is, statistical averages taken over an ensemble representi.ng

th! processes yield a result that is independent of the time at which the averages are evaluated. We

shall further assume, except where spicifically noted, that the probability density of the noise is

gaussian. In very many communication systems and in a wide variety of circumstances the assump-

iion of u guo..i* density is justifiable. On the other hand, it needs to be noted..that such an

urrrr*ptiorr' ir hardly univlrsaliy valid. For exarnple, if gaussian noise is applied to lire input of a

rectifier circuit, the output is not gaussian. Similarly, it may well be that the noise encountered ort

a telephone line or on bther charrjnels consists of short, pulse-tlpe disturbanbes whose amplitude

distribution is decidedly not gaussian.

F41 rnrquENcY-DoMAIN REPRESENTATIoN oF NoIsE
In a communication system noise is often passed through filters. These filters are usuallydescribed-

in terms of their characteristics in the frequency domain. Hence, to determine t,he influence of


